
TRAX Construction Company is a full service Sitework, 
Roadway, Underground Utilities General Contractor. 
From trucks to machinery, TRAX has a large inventory 
of equipment they rely on to do their work well. 

Customer Issues
The building they use to upkeep, maintain and repair their trucks and 
equipment was poorly lit. The customer was using flashlights and 
extra spot lights whenever they had to work under the hood of a truck 
or on a piece of machinery. This was not only cumbersome but left 
room for mistakes and made their work more difficult. Chris Valletto, 
President, reached out to Shiffler Lighting Solutions to help them 
improve the lighting while reducing lighting energy cost.

Lighting Solution
EEF replaced the existing 250 Watt round metal halide fixtures 
with new solid state high bay luminaries consuming 108 Watt each. 
Additionally the 8’ T12 lights over the workbenches were retrofitted 
with 4’ TLED lamps going from 1,296 Watt on the 12 fixtures to only 
432 Watt after the retrofit. Lastly, keeping the original canopy fixtures 
around the parameter of the building, EEF recommended 50 Watt 
retrofit kits in place of the 225W High Pressure sodium lamps to 
improve the lighting around the building as well. 

End Result
After the upgrade EEF estimates that TRAX construction will save over $1,000/year in energy cost and reduce their 
lighting energy demand by 13,837 kWh. Most importantly though the lighting quality was improved allowing the 
team to work on their trucks and equipment and getting back on the job much faster. Productivity improved and 
mistakes are vertically eliminated as the new lighting makes it seem as if they are working outside. 

Project Facts
Lighting Retrofit
Efficiency Upgrade

Energy Cost Savings $1,026.00

Power Savings 4.78 kW

Energy Savings 13, 837 kWh

Num. of Locations 1

Fixtures Upgraded 30

Numbers reflect annual project savings based on prior 
energy consumption, local electric rates and specific usage 
hours. Savings for individual locations may vary.
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